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Transformative. Funny.
Authentic. Unforgettable.
Jim “O” Oberhofer is a man’s man with a universal message
about the power of love – especially in the face of a terminal
illness. His life turns the modern definition of happiness upside
down, leaving audiences changed from that day forward.

Top Fuel for Life

As a husband, father, crew chief of the Mac Tools Top
Fuel dragster, and Vice President of Operations for Kalitta
Motorsports, author Jim Oberhofer shares with audiences the
life lessons that have transformed his life both on and off the
track: what it means to be a man, what it takes to be a champion
and leader in the workplace, and how to embrace happiness
first and foremost in the everyday race called life. Author of the
hugely popular Top Fuel for Life, he gets right to the point: Make
it happen.

by Jim Oberhofer
4.9 Stars by Amazon readers
4.67 Stars by Goodreads

W H O L OV E S H E A R I N G J I M O S P E A K ?
C O N TAC T J I M O AT :

JIMO@KALITTARACING.COM
WWW.TOPFUELFORLIFE.COM

»» Sales Teams
»» C-suite Executives
»» Sports Teams
»» Associations

»» Men’s Groups
»» Faith-based Organizations
»» College Students

KEYNOTE PRESENTATIONS

TOPICS

Jim O’s go-grab-the-win style transforms and inspires! Jim O
is not your standard keynote speaker. He is the only crew chief
from the National Hot Rod Association to share his experiences
on and off the track. His straightforward, comedic humor sets
the tone for any event. Every speech is customized – that’s why
his audiences leave with life lessons that stick.

»» Happiness
»» Family Issues
»» Leadership
»» Corporate Sponsorships
»» Teamwork
»» Championship Performance

CONVERSATIONS WITH A CREW CHIEF
These are smaller, more intimate gatherings of 50 or less.   
Conversations with a Crew Chief is ideal for V.I.P. audiences
and elite groups looking for more personable engagement
with Jim O! The focus of his message is tightly drawn from the
exclusive interests of those attending.

»» Men’s Issues
»» Personal Growth
»» Work/Life Balance
»» Faith
»» Overcoming Challenges
»» A Crash Course on Life for
College Students

“Jim Oberhofer talked from the heart. The one
thing audience members said again and again was,
‘This day changed my life.’ Jim O’s message was
loud and clear: happy first and the best of life will
follow.”
- Steve Garwood, Transformational Growth Partners

“In walked a room full of CEOs. Out walked a
group of leaders ready to build championship
teams.”
- Jackie Camacho-Ruiz, JJR Marketing, Inc

“I love his stories. The hour he talked with us
seemed like five minutes. His honesty and the
lessons he’s learned from his mistakes impacted
me. I feel like it’s a second chance for me to live life
to the fullest.”

“I’ll graduate from college in May. Hearing
Jim O talk about his experiences has given
me a completely new approach to my career
and life. So much of society tells us that
money and fame is the end all. He kicks ass
and stands for something much better than
that!”
- Erica Wincheski

- Dean MacMorris
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